Deva Home
Care
Here are the steps to Deva Style your hair at
home.
1.
You are going to shampoo with no
poo or low poo. You must get friction at
the scalp to cleanse.
2.
Rinse well and continue to use
friction while working the product out
of the hair.
3.
When applying one condition leave
the hair soaking wet. Do not squeeze
the water out of hair. Gently work one
condition into hair, working midshaft
to ends going down the hair shaft until
you get a slick feel. For more
conditioning leave one condition in the
hair from 5-10 minutes then rinse well.
(optional b-leave in can be put into the
hair after one condition when hair is
wet, to activate the curl and achieve
volume. Work midshaft to ends working
down the hair shaft like you did with
one condition. DO NOT RINSE.) gently

add minimal WATER to rewet hair. Also
do NOT squeeze excess water out of
hair.
4.
With your head turned over in the
shower take the deva gel of your
choosing and lightly glaze the hair.
Take a quarter size gel then rub
between both your hands to distribute
the gel. Starting from the bottom of
your curl(ends of hair) and squeeze up
making a wet tennis shoe noise. Water
ACTIVATES the deva gel. Start in the
middle of your head and work your way
to both sides.
5.
Now you will take your microfiber
towel (or t-shirt) working from the ends
of your hair to the scalp gently
squeezing the water out with your
towel.
6.
Flip your head over and adjust your
part WITHOUT raking through your
curls.
7.
Place deva clips into your hair to
create volume at the roots. Following
this you will use a diffuser or air dry
your curls. DO NOT TOUCH YOUR HAIR
until it is dry.

8.

When your hair is completely dry
take the clips out carefully. Now put
your fingers into the scalp making sure
not to comb or rake through the hair.
Use your hands to rustle the hair at the
roots (similar to scratching motion).
This is called breaking the cast. This
step will be used to break the cast of the
gel and give curls a softer look without
the crunch. With open palms use the
same scrunching motion from STEP 4 to
scrunch your curls and break that shell
the gel has made around your hair.

